
Darksaint Middle Post Planning and Criticism 

 

Darksaint opens up his 2nd post by quoting a point where Leonidas said, 

 

“with nighter's precog, nimrod could actually adapt abilities to counter opponents BEFORE the 

battle even really begins.” 

 

Darksaint corrects Leo by stating that the only reason Midnighter could handle the Authority was by 

going to the lab and stole a high tech suit, nano aids etc. And that that is hardly standard equipment 

for him. Which makes the point that Midnighter may have dealt with the Authority. But it was by no 

means something that was done under his own power. Darksaint also makes the point that Leo 

seems to keep on saying that Midnighter knows what is going to happen anyway before the battle 

begins. And he likens it to the whole “Batman will find a way saying”. I.e it doesn’t have substance 

and doesn’t make an argument. 

 

Darksaint then begins to discuss about the whole door debacle. Darksaint reiterates that the blast 

was so powerful that is caused everything around in a just about 800m distance to be turned into 

Black Glass. So that would put a massive impact on his force fields and it’s not going to stop the 

dissipating energy that goes around the top or bottom from reaching Leonidas’s amalgam and doing 

damage. Because the thing to remember would be that this blast when he wasn’t going all out 

reached 800m around. If he was unafraid and wanted to cauterise the Planet. Leonidas’s amalgam is 

going to be exposed and engulfed by the full brunt of the blast.  

 

He then quotes Leo where he said, 

 

“ray doesn't hop on and off them at will, and even if he COULD, he could never hop off this one 

fast enough. he'd have needed to draft flash to avoid that. no, they'd be in the bleed before they 

knew what happened....and that's that.” 

 

Darksaint states that all members of the Stormwatch (which includes Winter as a member) have 

teleportation devices and that Winter has used them offensively before (and he does show a scan to 

prove this). He continues by by saying even if his amalgam were to be shot through the door (which 

requires the Carrier to open then Darksaint should be allowed the resource of the Skywatch Tower 

which allows him the ability to return to the battlefield.  

 

Darksaint then makes a sarcastic comment. Implying that he was put to the sword by Leo when he 

mentioned how would he react to the portal. But he finishes with a, 

Only kidding. 



Darksaint then begins to pull what I think to be a very important point in the debate. Leonidas has 

been relying quite heavily on the fact that Darksaint wouldn’t be able to react at the speeds the 

energy waves would be flying at. So he would shoot through the door at such speeds that he would 

have no time to react. 

 

But Darksaint reveals through scans that at subatomic (or small sizes) 75 seconds of normal human 

time is equal to 6.5 Months. And through googling. He found that 1 second equals 62.4 hours. 

 

Darksaint then says, 

 

“So how fast do you think NimNighter (seriously? Where did you learn to name things, the Daily 

Planet?) can see that I am on the battlefield, see that I am activating a Sunbuster, activate a 

forcefield, say ‘door’ AND shape it and place it in front of my flight path (assuming he can even see 

where I am)?”  

 

Implying that due to him moving at such fast speeds Leo wouldn’t have the time to even activate the 

door and place it in the right area before Darksaints amalgam had begun the plan and had it all set in 

place. 

 

Darksaint then says to Leonidas that how fast does he think that Leo’s amalgam can react to the plan 

he has set out. If he think he can react in half a second then that would give Darksaints amalgam 

31.2 hours to react. And if he thinks it’d take a quarter of a second to react then he would still have 

15 hours to spare to react.  

 

The final piece of Darksaints second post hints at Leonidas’s comment about Atom not being able to 

hop off the lights forms of energy like a train. Darksaint posts the hypothesis and shows that he can 

move at lightspeed and can switch to different energy signals. And provides proof of this in his scan 

that he shows. Atom can switch on and off of signals like a train. 

 

Darksaint then reiterates his plan again. 

 

 


